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Details of Visit:

Author: kayak
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 5 Oct 2011 11:00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07521428530

The Premises:

1 bedroom basement flat. The parking can be a bit of an issue, as there are traffic wardens prowling
the area, but if you're lucky you can get a spot that allows you free parking for up to 2 hours with no
return.

I recently saw a different lady at this same address, so I now can confirm that it's being used as a
"knock shop" flat, but for indies. The other lady, "Horny Adeline", (who was very good) claimed to be
Italian, as does Katherine (AKA as "Naughty Julia", or "Gorgeous Katherine. She'll probably be
known as something else by the time this report is up.

The Lady:

Petite brunette. Tidy figure with nice bottom and small attractive breasts. Latin looks, or perhaps
Eastern European. 

The Story:

I guess my number had come up! This punt started quite "coldly", but I foolishly thought I might be
able to warm her up. That is to say, she did do FK (not "D" at all) at the start of the session, and
was tender and mildly responsive, but it all seemed to fizzle out and halfway through she was
unenthusiastic and dispassionate, in spite of my having taken a shower before, and asking if she
was feeling and trying to help her enjoy it, by trying to be light, funny, engaging and give her
enjoyable reverse oral. She claimed afterwards that she was "just tired", but I suspect rather that
she's not cut out for being a WG. I wonder if it would be stretching a thought too far to question if
she had in any way been coerced? As I have no proof other than her dreadful, dismal service to me
today, I'll have to assume not.

Don't perpetuate this kind of exploitation of them, or us punters. Don't go and see her. I'd venture
that there's a pimp who has paid for the flat and who is taking a tidy profit from the transactions, and
I don't wish to be paying them their salary.
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